The Rise of RAD 25
Advances in sequencing technology coupled with increases in computational power have 26 resulted in a shift towards genome-scale data analysis, for which data sets typically consist of 27 thousands to tens-of-thousands of loci. At the same time, bioinformatic pipelines have become 28 more user-friendly and accessible to scientists without extensive backgrounds in bioinformatics 29 or programing. As a result, new analytical methods are rapidly being developed for studies 30 assessing levels of population structure and genomic diversity, identifying and mapping 31 quantitative trait loci (QTL), and screening for FST outliers putatively indicative of selection, 32
Increasingly, restriction site-associated DNA sequencing (RADseq)-derived single nucleotide 33 polymorphisms (SNPs) are becoming the molecular marker of choice. RADseq methods are 34 time-and cost-efficient techniques that utilize restriction enzymes to generate DNA fragments 35 from which thousands of SNPs can be identified using next-generation sequencing. This set of 36 methods does not require a fully sequenced reference genome as loci can be reconstructed de 37 novo from sequencing reads, greatly widening the types of organisms that can be studied beyond 38 traditional model species (Miller et al. 2007 ; Baird et al. 2008 ; Davey & Blaxter 2010) . In 39 addition to the original RADseq protocol (Miller et al. 2007 ), ddRAD (Peterson et al. 2012) , 40 ezRAD (Toonen et al. 2013 ) and 2b-RAD (Wang et al. 2012 ) are commonly applied techniques. 41
Despite differences between RADseq techniques and more traditional approaches, typically 42 limited to data sets consisting of mitochondrial and/or nuclear loci (e.g. 10 -100 microsatellite 43 loci) all are unified by the assumption that the final data set consists of markers that each 44 represent a single locus and that these loci are unlinked (freely-recombining), a condition that 45 must be met when allele and genotype frequencies are being used to infer biological processes. 46 compared their respective advantages and disadvantages, and pointed out some potential sources 48 of genotyping error that can lead to biased datasets (Andrews et al. 2014; . 49
More effort, however, is required to establish widely-accepted protocols to detect and remove 50 putative markers that in reality do not represent single loci, identify and correct erroneous SNP 51 calls, and assess genotyping error (but see Ilut et sources of genotyping error (e.g. allelic dropout, null alleles, stuttering) and best-practice 54 methods to efficiently detect and correct for them are well established (Bonin et al. 2004) , and 55
Locus drop-in/drop-out due to size selection 116
Size selection is a crucial step for ensuring the consistent sampling of the same set of 117 fragments across ddRAD libraries. The magnitude of the variance in the distribution of fragment 118 lengths between libraries is dependent on the method used for size selection . 119
Two commonly employed methods are manual gel cutting and automated (e.g. Pippin Prep) size 120 selection. While the latter is expected to increase the accuracy and precision of size selection, 121 there can still be inconsistencies caused by factors including salt concentration of the loaded 122 samples, and variable ambient laboratory temperature that can result in changes in the size 123 distribution of eluted fragments. Size selection anomalies can therefore result in fragments 124 dropping-in or out of the targeted size window for individually prepared libraries. To ensure 125 consistent fragment recovery it is important to make sure that both means and variances of 126 fragment size distributions are similar across runs. Because small fragments may be amplified 127 preferentially, libraries with wider variances may have suboptimal coverage for larger fragments 128 as compared to libraries with less variance even if means are similar. Thus, it is important to 129 implement quality control steps to determine whether the selected fragments fall into the 130 expected distribution given the targeted size window. For example, a fragment analyzer or high-131 resolution electrophoresis gel can be used to determine the actual length of the fragments 132 retained in each library prior to sequencing. 133
PCR Artifacts 134
With the exception of proposed PCR-free protocols (e.g. ezRAD; Toonen et al. 2013) , 135 and protocols performing PCR before size selection (Elshire et al. 2011) , the final step of library 136 preparation is PCR amplification, during which artifacts may also be introduced. These can be 137 classified as (1) PCR error, including PCR chimeras, heteroduplexes, and Taq polymerase error 138 that could be exponentially propagated during PCR cycling, and (2) PCR bias, i.e. the 139 preferential amplification of shorter fragments and those with higher GC content. PCR artifacts 140 can be minimized by using high fidelity polymerase and high annealing temperatures to limit 141 copy error, reducing the number of cycles to minimize PCR bias, and providing sufficient 142 extension time based on fragment size. Additionally, several authors have recommended the 143 incorporation of barcodes with degenerate bases to aid in detection and removal of PCR 144 duplicates (Tin et al. 2015; Schweyenet al. 2014 ), i.e. reads stemming from the same fragment 145 template, which artificially increase read depth and therefore increase confidence in a SNP call 146 despite not actually representing independent observations. Finally, multiple reactions can be 147 completed with fewer cycles and combined into a final product to further mitigate PCR error and 148 bias. 149
Library effects 150
One of the principal benefits of reduced representation sequencing techniques is the 151 reproducibility of the library preparation process. In theory, repeating the process with the same 152 restriction enzymes and size selection window should consistently yield the same set of 153 fragments. In practice however, subtle differences between experiments, frequently beyond the 154 control of the researcher, can result in a situation where different sets of fragments are sequenced 155 and/or coverage differs greatly among libraries ('library effects'). Library effects can be caused 156 by a number of factors including differences in reagents and protocols used, ambient laboratory 157 temperature, poor accuracy and/or precision of size selection, and differences in DNA pool 158 quality and/or concentration (Bonin et al. 2004) . While not all library effects can be avoided, 159 measures can be implemented to reduce the impact of library effects and identify markers most 160 severely affected. 161
The most effective ways to decouple the putative biological signal from patterns 162 Because effective thresholds for clustering will depend on the bioinformatic pipeline and vary by 211 organism, enzyme(s), and dataset, researchers should test parameters to identify values where 212 over-splitting is minimized. 213
Artifactual SNPs 214
Artifactual SNPs, those that do not exist in the actual genome but are called from the 215 mapped reads, may be the result of erroneous read clustering/mapping, PCR error, and/or 216 sequencing error. Because the rate of sequencing error varies by platform employed, chemistry 217 and read length, the typical user cannot control all error introduced at this stage, therefore, it is 218 important to account for sequencing error during bioinformatic analysis. FASTQ-format 219 sequence reads include PHRED-scale quality scores indicating the probability of a base call 220 being correct. The quality score, Q, equals -10 log10 P, with P being the probability of a base-221 calling error; for example, Q = 30 corresponds to the expectation that 1 in 1000 base-calls will be 222 incorrect, i.e. the probability of a correct base call is 99.9%. Quality scores can be used during 223 bioinformatic processing to trim low-quality sections from the beginnings and/or ends of reads or 224 to eliminate reads entirely, failure to do so can affect mapping quality downstream and/or 225 introduce artifactual SNPs. Similarly, library effects may be introduced at this stage if sequence 226 data is not carefully assessed for quality (especially at the 3' and 5' ends) and properly trimmed. processing exploration of each dataset should include an evaluation of the quality of each locus 239 and individual, the confidence in both SNP calls and genotypes, and whether specific loci are 240 likely to be multi-locus contigs. This should involve generating frequency distributions of 241 parameters including missing data per locus and individuals, read depth, and heterozygosity to 242 determine appropriate threshold values for these parameters. In addition, the comparison of 243 multiple filtered data sets generated using different parameter values provides guidance for 244 which combinations of thresholds retain the most loci while minimizing artifacts. 245
Beyond identifying parameters and threshold values that best identify and remove 246 specific types of artifacts, other important considerations include the order in which filters are 247 applied, whether individual genotypes should be selectively coded as missing (e.g. due to 248 insufficient coverage) or entire loci removed, whether to remove specific SNPs or entire SNP-249 containing contigs, and whether threshold values should be applied across the entire data set or 250 separately across biologically meaningful groups, e.g. geographic sampling locations or, to 251 mitigate library effects, separately across individuals grouped e.g. by library/sequencing lane. 252
Additionally, every data set will be unique in terms of the number and quality of 253 samples/sequencing runs, and differences in the protocols employed (e.g. enzyme combinations, 254 targeted coverage, etc.); this means that individual data sets will differ in terms of missing data, 255 coverage, etc. Therefore, while certain parameters should always be considered during filtering, 256 the exact steps employed, and the applied thresholds will be specific to each data set. 257
To illustrate the effects of various filtering strategies and parameter thresholds, we 258 employed six different filtering schemes (FS) across four different data sets (Hollenbeck et Table 3 (Table 3) . 300
Confidence in SNP identification 301
The ability to filter loci depends on the pipeline used to reconstruct and genotype loci and 302 the set of parameters reported. As previously mentioned, variant callers such as report PHRED-303 like quality scores for variants (SNPs) indicating the confidence in the SNP call being correct. 304
Similarly, users can set a minimum genotype depth below which genotypes are coded as missing 305 to determine the minimum number of reads that need to be present at each locus to be confident 306 that false homozygotes are excluded from the data (for further discussion see section 4.3). 307
Further, users often choose to set a minor allele count to remove potentially artifactual 308 SNP calls. For example, a minor allele count of three requires an allele to be observed in at least 309 two individuals (homozygote and heterozygote). It is common practice to assume that loci with a 310 minor allele frequency < 5% are not informative at a population level and to remove them from 311 data sets. Unfortunately, this strategy will remove true rare alleles from the data set that could be 312 informative in understanding patterns of connectivity and local adaptation. Because minor and 313 private alleles can be vital to accurately drawing inferences about past demographic events (e.g. allow for better analysis of data sets. Carefully applying the filters as discussed in this section 318 can allow users to make this distinction, as illustrated by comparing the difference between data 319 sets created using specific filters before and after applying a minor allele count threshold. 320
Confidence in genotypes: allele dropout/coverage effects 321
While artifactual SNPs as described above will result in genotyping error (individuals 322 called heterozygous for alleles that do not exist), genotyping error at real SNPs may also occur. 323
Allele dropout and coverage effects can lead to unsampled alleles and individuals incorrectly 324 genotyped as homozygotes. Whereas coverage effects can be technically mitigated by setting a 325 target number of read per-individual, per-locus based on the total number of reads expected on 326 each sequencing lane and the number of fragments excepted, allele dropout is an unavoidable 327 artifact of using restriction enzymes and size selection during library preparation. For targeted 328 fragments to be amplified and sequenced, adapters must be correctly ligated to the "sticky" ends 329 left by the enzymes, but polymorphisms may occur in the enzyme recognition site (cut-site 330 polymorphisms) resulting in alleles that are not cut by the restriction enzymes. Similarly, length 331 polymorphisms (insertion-deletions, or "indels") may result in allele dropout when alleles fall 332 outside of the selected size window. In either case, the result is allele-specific sequencing failure. 333
Allele dropout cannot be avoided by optimizing standard laboratory procedures, but can 334 be accounted for during filtering by removing genotypes below a certain threshold of minimum artifacts. Figure 5 shows AB for a raw data set, and for data sets that have been filtered for low 393 quality genotypes, loci and individuals. In both unfiltered and filtered data sets, loci with 394 high/low AB are present, indicating that problematic loci will remain unless AB is explicitly 395 filtered for. 396
Reads supporting either allele in a heterozygote should have similar mapping quality 397 values, the ratio of mapping quality between alleles, therefore, should be approximately one. The 398 mapping quality of a read is the probability of a given read mapping similarly well to another 399 location in the reference; reads stemming from paralogous or multi-copy loci should therefore 400
have reduced mapping quality, as they will map similarly well to multiple locations in the 401 reference. Hence, systematically large discrepancies between the mapping quality for reads 402 supporting the reference and alternate alleles at a SNP may be indicative of read-mapping errors, including false signals of population structure. A common method to remove this bias is to retain 447 only one SNP from each contig ("thinning"). This is an appropriate strategy but one that reduces 448 the information content of a given marker if multiple SNPs are contained on a single contig. 449
Another way to deal with physical linkage is to infer haplotypes for each contig based on the 450 combination of filtered SNPs within paired reads (Willis et al. 2017) . This strategy will produce 451 the same number of markers as thinning, but many markers will be multi-allelic, therefore, 452 haplotyping manages physical linkage while preserving the total information content of the data 453 set. 454
Conclusions & outlook (on the importance of reproducible research) 455
With the shift from data sets consisting of markers for tens to hundreds of microsatellite 456 loci to several thousand SNP-containing loci, bioinformatic processing has become the only 457 viable means of ensuring data quality. If careful quality control is implemented, RAD methods 458 are a powerful instrument in the molecular ecologist's tool box to assess levels population 459 structure and connectivity and local adaptation in non-model species for which genomic 460 resources might not (yet) be available. Many studies currently report very few details pertaining 461 to quality control methods applied to the output from SNP calling pipelines beyond very basic 462 filtering, frequently limited to the removal of markers and/or individuals with low coverage or 463 high levels of missing data. Enabling this under-reporting is a lack of clear quality control 464 standards. Nevertheless, it is incumbent upon the authors to document data preparation and 465 quality control steps and make these available to the scientific community along with raw data 466 sets to ensure that data analyses are transparent and fully reproducible ( Further, platforms such as GitHub (http://github.com) allow for convenient archiving as well as 477 assigning DOIs (digital object identifiers) to make code citable. A description of processing 478 should accompany data sets archived in readily interpretable formats, along with the associated 479 meta-data, and consist of the tools (name and version) and exact parameters used for processing. 480
In addition to making data analysis fully transparent and reproducible, this will allow developed 481 approaches to be applied to other data sets and facilitate the development of new and better 482 approaches in the application of genomics to molecular ecology. 483 Loci with a quality score <2x the depth at that locus are below the diagonal blue dashed line 685 (indicated in red). 686 Table 1 : Overview of described potential issues in raw RAD data sets, their causes, and 687 strategies for technical and bioinformatic mitigation 688 Table 2 : Detailed description of six different filtering schemes applied to example data sets, the 689 order of the rows indicates the order in which filters we applied. Applied filters are designed to 690 remove loci with low confidence SNP calls (minimum genotype read depth (minDP), SNP 691 quality score (qual), mean read depth per locus across all individuals (meanDP), minor allele 692 count (mac), missing data (allowed missing data per individual (imiss), genotype call rate 693 (number of individuals that have been called for a given locus (geno)) and INFO-filters as 694 described in the manuscript. 695 Table 3 : Comparison of the number of SNPs, contigs (cont) and individuals (indv) in the raw 696 data sets and number (proportion) retained in each data set for six different filtering schemes 697 (FS) as described in Table 2 . 698 Table S1 : Comparison of four published ddRAD data sets compiled using the dDocent pipeline. 700 (A) Comparison of sequencing type used to create reference and call genotypes, the number of 701 combined libraries, approximate genome size, and enzymes used to fragment DNA. All data sets 702 were run on the Illumina platform to obtain either paired end (PE) or single end (SE) reads.
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